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Is a critically white project possible?
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Race and racism have proven grimly adaptable, forging ahead in new and old manifestations in the 21st century.
Thus whiteness, as a political and structural position, is again re-asserting itself globally in the face of the antiracist, anti-apartheid, anti-colonial and anti-slavery struggles of the past two centuries. Several strategies are
deployed to rehabilitate and restore white power, particularly at the intersection with patriarchal power. Critical
Whiteness Studies (CWS) is one of the most recent theoretical attempts to research, analyse and debunk claims
of white superiority. The potential and pitfalls of CWS are discussed, including its South African permutations. It
is argued that the political intent of critical whiteness work as part of the larger anti-racist project must be clear
to avoid it serving as a mere cover to reify whiteness. It follows that the activist dimension of CWS is essential.
However, white people broadly engaged in anti-racist thinking and activism have become a specific target of
globally rising racial populisms of all hues. Are solidarities possible across these frontiers that continued
racialisation has newly erected? If at all possible, what would such politics look like? Could it even include sociality?
Date: Friday, 26 October 2018
Time: 14h30 – 16h00
Venue: Drawing Room (upstairs), Art Gallery, Bird Street Campus
RSVP: T 041 504 4036 E crishet@mandela.ac.za

Refreshments will be served
A seminar hosted by the Chair for Critical Studies in Higher Education Transformation (CriSHET) and the Centre for the Advancement of Non-Racialism and Democracy (CANRAD).

